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Abstract 

The field of translation has recently been affected by an increasing 

tendency to use unconventional language in the realm of politics. This 

study explores the influence of such a tendency on simultaneous 

interpreting and focuses on the Arabic translations of two simultaneous 

interpreters who rendered two of Donald Trump’s unscripted speeches 

into Arabic. The study aims at detecting the constraints involved in the 

simultaneous interpretating of Trump’s unscripted speeches, exploring 

the interpreters’ strategies, and revealing how the speaker’s deviation 

from the norms of language use in politics may have an impact on the 

performance of the interpreters. The study contributes to the field of 

translation studies by exploring the territory of political interpretating 

into Arabic which needs further studying. It addresses the phenomenon 

of using unconventional language in the realm of politics and broadens 

our knowledge of the constraints it imposes on simultaneous 

interpretating and of the ways in which simultaneous interpreters 

intervene to make the communicated message intelligible. The study also 

suggests that explanation can be another category of the ways of 

intervention that interpreters use and can thus be added to the 

categorisation suggested by Kadrić et al. (2022).  

Key terms: Trumpslation, political interpreting, simultaneous 

interpretation, categorisation of interpreters’ ways of intervention, 

cognitive and non-cognitive constraints.  
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Introduction 

 Since his arrival on the political field, Donald Trump has 

created a linguistic phenomenon due to his deviation from the norm 

of using elated and politically correct language. Trump’s popularity 

resides in his unconventional use of language which brought him 

closer to many voters. However, Trumpʼs exceptional style has 

posed an ―unprecedented‖ challenge to interpreters who branded 

the problematic task of translating him as ―Trumpslation‖ (Ersöz, 

2017, paras. 2,4). 

Political interpreting is a constantly changing landscape. 

Recently, the change in diplomatic and political life has been 

accelerated by several factors such as ―globalisation, new 

technologies, and digitisation‖ (Kadrić et al., 2022, p.179). 

Schäffner (2007) observes that ―the universality of political 

discourse has consequences for intercultural communication, and 

thus for translation‖ and that political ―communication relies on 

translation‖ (p.135). Political communication may demand 

translation or interpretation. The difference between them has to do 

with ―the modes of input and out‖ which are ―the visual and written 

mode in the case of translating and the auditory and verbal mode in 

the case of interpreting‖ (Christoffels, 2004, p.7). This study 

focuses on the work of simultaneous interpreters as they deal with 

the phenomenon of Trumpslation. 
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 In recent years, the rise of nationalism and the problems of 

immigration in Europe and the United States tempted some 

politicians to abandon political correctness and the traditional 

political speech style in order to get closer to the audience. Because 

of the constant change in politics, Kadrić et al. (2022) suggest that 

interpreters ―need to keep up to date with political and current 

affairs via both traditional and new media and familiarize 

themselves with new topics and discourses‖ (p. 178). However, 

getting updated on new topics cannot always guarantee that the 

assignment can be done adequately if the speaker being 

interpreted—like Trump— cannot be expected.  

 The work of a political interpreter is surrounded by high 

expectations about fluency and precision. Deviation between what 

the speaker says and the message the interpreter delivers is regarded 

as ―a threat to neutrality‖ and ―a failure‖ (Helmer, 2019, p. 5). 

However, deviations can sometimes be inevitable in simultaneous 

interpreting, especially when politicians deliver unscripted speeches 

(Helmer, 2019, p.5).  

 The aim of this study is to explore the constraints involved in 

interpreting the unscripted speeches of Trump into Arabic and to 

investigate how the style and language use of the politician may 

affect the interpreter’s strategies and performance. It focuses on two 

of the speeches Trump delivered at two of his rallies during his 

2020 presidential campaign. One of the speeches was broadcast on 
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air by AlArabiya TV news channel, and the second was broadcast 

on air by CBC eXtra news channel.
1
 The two were simultaneously 

interpreted into Arabic by different interpreters.  

The study develops a method of analysis that is based on 

merging the descriptive method that Baker (1997) uses to analyse 

the non-cognitive constraints and performance of political 

interpreters during a time of crisis with the categories of the ways 

of intervention that interpreters use to manage information which 

are suggested by Kadric et al (2022) and it adds another way of 

intervention to the categorisation. The developed method of 

analysis is employed in detecting constraints and assessing the 

strategies of the two interpreters and in exploring the impact of 

Trump’s unconventional style on the performance of the 

interpreters.   

The study explores the subfield of political interpretating 

which needs to be more closely studied as Baker (1997) suggests 

(p.124). It attempts to broaden our knowledge of the tendency of 

deviating from routine and expectations which seems ―to be 

increasing… in political discourse‖ (Kadrić et al., 2022, p.115). 

Nowadays, far right nationalist politicians like Marine le Pen in 

France and Nigel Farage in the United Kingdom use shocking 

language like Trump. Increasing our understanding of the 

                                                           
1
 The names of the news channels are spelled in the same way they appear on 

their official webpages and YouTube channels.  
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simultaneous interpretation of this unconventional and unprecedent 

use of language in the realm of politics can help scholars and 

interpreters to identify and understand the increasing constraints on 

the work of simultaneous interpreters of political discourse today. 

Before discussing Trumpslation, the next section investigates 

the norms of using language in the realm of politics from which 

Trump deviated and thereby formed a dilemma for interpreters.    

Political Discourse and Ideal Expectations about the Work 

of Political Interpreters 

 Politicians—usually consciously—attempt to control ―the 

production of the self‖ (Carver & Hyvärinen,1997, p.5). The 

production of a political self and a sophisticated image involves 

having the ability to communicate in the realm of politics. As most 

politicians enter the field of politics and diplomacy, they learn to 

use political language because language is a particular form of 

action whose aim is ―to influence thinking and action in certain 

social relationships‖ (Kadrić et al., 2022, p. 29).  

Political language has its own characteristics. Newmark 

(1991) observes that the language of politics is characterised by 

abstraction (147), ―metaphors‖ (p. 158), ―neologisms‖ (p. 158), 

―acronyms‖(p. 159), ―euphoney‖ (p.159), and ―collocations‖ (p. 

159). Kadrić et al. (2022) state that an important characteristic of 

political language is that ―not everything is said directly‖ and that 
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politicians and diplomats communicate their messages tactfully (p. 

31). Political interpreters should be equipped with the adequate 

knowledge of these characteristics and with the skills that help them 

to convey the embedded meaning effectively.  

There are mainly two modes of interpreting: consecutive and 

simultaneous. Russell (2005) states that consecutive interpreting is 

generally defined as ―the process of interpreting after the speaker or 

signer has completed one or more ideas in the source language and 

pauses while the interpreter transmits that information‖ and that 

simultaneous interpreting is defined as ―the process of interpreting 

into the target language at the same time as the source language is 

being delivered‖ (p.136).  

 Some of the standards as well as the expectations about the 

work of interpreters in general may be too ideal. There is an 

emphasis on ―accuracy and completeness‖ (Kardić et al., 2022, 

p.61). Gile (1999) sees ―omissions and errors‖ as one category (p. 

159), and Gile’s viewpoint implies that all omissions ―are indicators 

of lesser quality‖ (Pym, 2008, para. 14). However, empirical studies 

about interpretation which have been carried out since the 1990s 

suggest that such high expectations about accuracy and 

completeness are not realistic (Kadrić et al, 2022, p. 61).  

One of the reasons why absolute precision and completion 

are not always possible is because the interpreter acts as a cultural 

mediator to make the content of the message understood; therefore, 
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he or she may sometimes have to tailor the message in accordance 

with the expected knowledge and socio-cultural background of the 

target audience (Kadrić et al., 2022, p. 61). Another reason is the 

fact that ―purely semantic accuracy‖ may fail to convey the 

pragmatic meaning of the speaker’s message (Kadrić et al, 2022, p. 

61). In the case of simultaneous interpreting, different efforts work 

simultaneously as the interpreter attempts to listen to segments of 

the text, store them in memory, analyse them, and reproduce them 

(Gile, 1995, p.170). The multi-effort work of the simultaneous 

interpreter is surrounded by cognitive and non-cognitive constraints 

such as ―different cultural contexts and meanings‖, ―time pressure‖ 

(Helmer, 2019, p. 5), the interpreterʼs ―attention span‖, ―heavily 

accented speech‖, ―environmental noise‖ (Baker, 1997, p.83), and 

―imported load‖ which ―is cognitive load transferred from one 

sentence to the next‖(Plevoets & Befrancq, 2020,p.18) . These 

constraints may affect the performance of the interpreter and the 

precision with which he or she may deliver the message. In fact, 

interpreting is a form of ―damage control‖ (Helmer, 2019, p. 5). 

Trumpslation: The Dilemma, the Phenomenon  

Viser (2015) analysed the language use of the 19 presidential 

candidates who ran for office during the 2016 elections and focused 

on their opening speeches in which they announced their campaigns 

(para. 4). Based on this analysis, Trumpʼs announcement speech 

was ranked at the lowest level (Viser, 2015, para. 9). However, 
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Viser (2015) revealed that candidates with lower grade levels had a 

bigger impact on the voters than candidates with higher levels 

(para. 5). Simpler speeches are easier to understand; consequently, 

the candidates who had lower grade level reached more people.  

Viser (2015) suggests that it has been the norm for 

politicians to use elated or sophisticated language and that political 

consultants face ―a battle to get candidates to speak like everyday 

Americans — and not like politicians‖ (para. 23). Trump 

understood that the American voters were fed up with the policies 

of the elite politicians in Washington DC; so, he repeatedly 

emphasised that he was a ―businessman and not a politician‖, 

detaching himself from the political elites and promising change 

(Lessard, 2015, para. 1). The detachment was reflected in the way 

he used language, especially in the unscripted speeches he gave 

during presidential campaign rallies. Unlike other candidates, he 

did not try to use elevated rhetoric. He normalised political 

incorrectness, hurled slurs at his opponents, chose derogatory 

nicknames for his rivals whether they be senators or presidential 

candidates (Edelman, 2019) or foreign leaders (Lavelle, 2018, para. 

9). He repeatedly attacked other countries like China and Mexico 

(Cerrato et al., 2016, para. 1), and he used sexist language against 

women (Yan, 2015, paras. 1,2) and racist language against 

immigrants and African countries (Lee, 2020, paras.18, 20, 23). 

Trumpʼs shockingly unprecedent use of language in the field of 
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politics helped him to convince voters that he was an anti-

establishment candidate. 

 However, Trumpʼs deviation from the linguistic norm in 

political discourse created chaos among translators and interpreters. 

They considered the act of translating and interpreting Trump as a 

dilemma and an independent phenomenon in translation and they 

gave it the name ―Trumpslation‖ (Ersöz, 2017, paras. 5, 7). 

 When discussing Trumpslation and describing their plight, 

translators and interpreters from different nationalities cite many 

problems. In an interview with Zaretsky (2017) Bérengère 

Viennot—who is a French interpreter—states that the difficulty of 

translating Trump stems from the fact that ―when he speaks he 

seems not to know quite where he’s going (para. 8). She also 

observes that his ―vocabulary is limited, his syntax is broken‖, and 

―he repeats the same phrases over and over‖; therefore, he makes it 

difficult for the interpreter to convey the message eloquently 

because his poor skills as an orator inevitably impact the translation 

(Zaretsky, 2017, para. 8).  

 Anticipation can be a helpful tool for simultaneous 

interpreters; it generally happens “when the target language 

counterpart of a source language segment is produced before the 

source language segment is uttered‖ (Bartlomiejczyk, 2008, p.117). 

Anticipation may be based on the interpreterʼs linguistic knowledge 

(Wilss,1978, p.364) or situational knowledge (Lederer,1978, 330). 
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Therefore, students who learn about simultaneous interpreting are 

advised to anticipate what the speaker will say (Doshi and 

McCurry, 2017, para.16). However, it is not always useful when 

simultaneously interpreting Trump’s speeches. In an interview with 

Fokken (2017), Norbert Heikamp—who interpreted Trump into 

German— clarifies that Trump strains the interpretersʼ thinking 

habits, making it hard for them to predict what is coming (para. 13). 

In her interview with Doshi and McCurry, Chikako Tsuruta—a 

Japanese interpreter and professor of translation studies—clarifies 

that this trick of anticipation cannot work when interpreting Trump 

because his stream of consciousness usually lacks logic (para. 16). 

Tsuruta notes that Trump complicates the task of the interpreters 

because he uses lewd language and culture-specific expressions or 

makes cultural references which are not usually used in political 

speeches (Doshi & McCurry, 2017, paras. 9, 12).   

Constraints on interpretation become more obvious in 

Trump’s unscripted speeches, particularly in campaign rallies. In 

their analysis of the demographics of the constituency of a Trump 

rally, Reicher and Haslam (2016) observe that Trump followers do 

not trust politics (paras. 25, 26). Trump succeeds by addressing 

their ―feelings of decline and marginalisation‖ (Reicher & Haslam, 

2016, para. 27). His normalisation of politically incorrect language, 

his mocking of the Washington elites, his simple language, and 

maybe his lack of oratory skills distance him from the distrusted 

politicians. However, the way he uses language during his rallies 
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impose constraints on the interpretation of his unscripted speeches, 

and the impact of the constraints can be seen in the selected 

translations that this study focuses on.  

Methodology of Analysis 

 The present study merges the method that Baker (1997) 

follows to analyse the impact of non-cognitive constraints on the 

work of interpreters during an international crisis (p.111) with the 

categorisation that Kadrić et al. (2022) provide for the ways in 

which interpreters intervene in the communicative situation to 

manage information (p.77) –and adds a new category of 

intervention—to develop a descriptive method of analysis. The 

developed method of analysis aims at analysing how Trumpʼs style 

and use of language impose constraints on the work of 

simultaneous interpreters of his unscripted speeches, and how 

interpreters deal with these constraints. 

  Baker (1997) focuses on the psychological and cultural 

constraints in the interpretation of a political interview that took 

place during the Gulf War (p.112). The interview was broadcast by 

the British TV channel ITN in November 1990 after the Iraqi 

invasion of Kuwait (Baker, 1997, p.112). The host was Trever 

McDonald, the guest was Saddam Hussein, and there were two 

interpreters (Baker, 1997, p. 112). Baker (1997) emphasises that the 

interpreters were under stress because their performance was 

monitored by Saddam who understood English and by the audience 
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who watched the televised interview, because their work at such 

time of tension involved a ―moral and historical responsibility‖, and 

because the role of the interpreters seemed to be unspecified 

(Baker, 1997, pp.114-115).  

Baker (1997) adopts a descriptive approach to her analysis: 

she generally outlines the non-cognitive constraints in the interview 

(pp.112-115), describes the three main strategies of the interpreters, 

selects segments from her transcript of the interview, pinpoints the 

constraints in each segment, and discusses how these influenced the 

strategies and consequently the performance of the interpreters (pp. 

115-124).  

This study follows the descriptive methodology of Baker 

(1997) because it starts by describing the features that characterise 

Trump’s language use that creates constraints for interpreters, and 

by describing the types of the ways of intervention that interpreters 

generally resort to as they attempt to manage information. The 

description of the interpretersʼ ways of intervention is based on the 

categorisation that Kadrić et al. (2022) provide. I discuss the 

features of Trumpʼs use of language and the categorisation of the 

interpretersʼ ways of intervention in general in this section. Then, I 

focus in the analysis section on the constraints and strategies in the 

selected segments from my transcripts of the translations of the 

specified simultaneous interpreters. 
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Trump’s language and style are characterised by several 

features which create cognitive and non-cognitive constraints for 

simultaneous interpreters. The first feature is repetition which 

Trump seems to use either for emphasis or for the sake of creating a 

form of connection between his incoherent utterances. Repetitions 

may have a positive impact on the crowds in Trump rallies, but they 

overload the message with details and may create a cognitive 

constraint for interpreters.  

The second characterising feature of Trumpʼs speeches is 

incoherence as he usually expresses himself in inconsistent and 

unclear way. He often uses irrelevant simple sentences or even 

incomplete sentences which sometimes make him sound 

unintelligible. Incoherence creates a cognitive constraint. 

 The third feature is the use of culture-specific elements, 

such as the excessive use of names of TV shows or names of people 

and cultural institutions that are supposed to be familiar to the 

Americans but are not expected to be known to the Arab target 

audience. Culture-specific elements impose a non-cognitive 

constraint on simultaneous interpretation. 

The fourth feature is abusive language. Trump often uses 

insults that are not normally used in the American and the Arabic 

politics. His inappropriate language creates a non-cognitive 

constraint since lewd language normally has no place in the 

elevated language often used by Arab politicians.  
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The fifth feature, which is often related to incoherence, is 

unexpectedness. Trump often jumps from one topic to another 

suddenly. His unexpectedness creates a cognitive load which 

complicates the task of the simultaneous interpreter.  

To deal with problems and constraints, interpreters intervene 

in the communicative situation to manage information. Kadrić et al. 

(2022) divide the interpreters’ ways of intervention in the 

communicative situation into four main categories: explicitation, 

modification, reduction, and interposition (p.77).  

According to Kadrić et al. (2022), explicitation involves 

verbalising ―elements in the interpreter’s translation that are not 

verbalised or not explicitly found in the original utterance‖ (p.77). 

Explicitation is used to make the meaning clear without adding 

something new to the content of the source message (Kadrić et al., 

2022, p. 78). It can take different forms which include ―adding 

modifiers‖, ―opting for verbal constructions instead of 

nominalisations‖, explaining metaphors, and ―inserting explanatory 

remarks‖ (Gumul, 2017, p. 316) 

The second category of intervention that Kadrić et al. (2022) 

refer to is modification (p.82). The interpreter may substitute words 

or phrases of the source text with other segments from the target 

text, and the changes that the interpreter makes may include adding 

or omitting elements (Kadrić et al. 2002, 82). The interpreter may 

need to modify segments from the source text in order to ―correct 
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obvious mistakes‖, to communicate a message in an appropriate or 

more polite way, or to remove unsuccessful attempts or mistakes 

made when one starts to speak (Kadrić et al. 2002,p. 82). 

The third category of intervention is reduction which is the 

term that Kadrić et al. (2022) employ to refer to a situation where 

the interpreter recapitulates and partially interprets entire unites of 

meaning or omit them completely (p.91). Ideally, reduction should 

not result in ―any loss of information or misinterpretations‖; 

however, some interpreters produce a censored translation of the 

source text if the speaker uses a language that is regarded offending 

or inappropriate (Kadrić et al., 2022, p. 92). 

 The fourth category of intervention is interposition which 

aims at making communication better (Kadrić et al., 2022, p. 94). 

Here, the interpreter can pause translating the message of the 

participant(s) into the target language in order to ask questions he or 

she may find crucial to convey the meaning successfully (Kadrić et 

al., 2022, p.94). This category is not available for translators who 

simultaneously interpret speeches that are broadcast live on TV.  

To make the categorisation of Kadrić et al. (2022) more 

comprehensive, explanation can be added as a fifth category. 

Kadrić et al. (2022) state that some objects or concepts may require 

using a brief explanation when translating them into a TL and that 

these include culture-specific elements (p. 78). Thus, Kadrić et al 

(2022) basically use the term explanation to refer to a translation 
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strategy that helps the translator to intervene in the text to make 

some segments explicit; they view explicitation in a broader sense. 

However, the analysis of the Arab interpreters’ translations reveals 

that the interpreters may attempt to make sense of incoherent 

messages by adding new content that may make the message 

intelligible. Therefore, I use the term ―explanation‖ in this study to 

refer to a fifth way of intervention where the interpreter adds 

elements which are new to the content of the source message.  

Based on the method of Baker (1997) and the categorisation 

of Kadrić et al. (2022), this study develops a model of analysis that 

consists of three steps. The first step is to highlight the constraints 

in the selected parts from my transcripts of Trump’s two unscripted 

speeches and discuss the challenges they pose to the interpreter. 

The second step is to detect the strategies the interpreters resort to 

in the selected parts from my transcripts of the two Arab 

interpreters’ translations and to describe these strategies in 

accordance with the categorisation suggested by Kadrić et al. 

(2022). The third step is to explore the possible impact of the 

constraints on the interpretersʼ translations of the selected segments 

and to assess the success of the interpretersʼ strategies in their 

attempts to convey the message.  

Analysis 

 The study analyses segments from Trump’s unscripted 

speech at a political rally in Tulsa, Oklahoma which he delivered on 
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20 June 2020 and its simultaneous interpretation into Arabic which 

was broadcast live on AlArabiya TV news channel. It also analyses 

segments from an unscripted speech that Trump delivered at a rally 

in Oakland County, Michigan, on 30 October 2020 and its 

simultaneous interpretation into Arabic which was broadcast live on 

the CBC eXtra news TV channel
2
. In this analysis, the segments 

from Trump’s speeches are followed by their translations that were 

provided by the simultaneous interpreters. Then, the translations are 

back translated into English to show the difference between the 

source and target texts. 

 In his speech in Tulsa, Trump refers to his achievements in 

relation to appointing conservative Supreme Court judges: 

Trump: Think of that: over 300, around 300 by the end of the 

term, and when we have another four years, we’re gonna 

have a big big percentage of the total number. Very 

important: November 3
rd

! And two great Supreme Court 

judges. (Factbase Videos, 2020, 3:12). 

فىشٚا. أوصش ِٓ ِا ٠مشب ِٓ شلاشّائح لاض فٟ ٔٙا٠ح فرشج اٌٛلا٠ح الأٌٚٝ،  

ذذـ ... ٚتؼذ رٌه عٛف ٠ىْٛ ٌذ٠ٕا ٔغثح وث١شج ُِٕٙ ٠ؼا...عٛف ٔـ...

ذلاِغْٛ ٘زٖ الأسلاَ فٟ اٌصاٌس ِٓ ٔٛفّثش. ٌزا، ٌذ٠ٕا اشٕاْ ِٓ سؤعاء 

 . (AlArabiya, 2020, 3:03)اٌّذاوُ اٌؼ١ٍا 

 Think. There are more than 300 judges by the end of the 

first term. Then, we will have more of them. You 

will…witness these numbers on November 3
rd

. So, we 

have two of the heads of the Supreme Court. 

                                                           
2
 I contacted AlArabiya and CBC eXtra via email and Facebook messenger to 

get information about the interpreters and to try to contact them, but I received 

no response. 
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 One characteristic of Trump’s speech is incoherence. In this 

selected quotation, he talks about the number of Supreme Court 

justices; then, he suddenly says ―Very important: November 3
rd

.‖ 

Then, he continues to talk about these two justices. Here, the 

interpreter intervenes to find a kind of relevance for these words. 

The disfluencies of incomplete words may reflect his attempts to 

find a relation between Trump’s irrelevant words and the topic. 

Eventually, the interpreter renders these words into Arabic as 

 His translation implies .‖ عٛف... ذلاِغْٛ ٘زٖ الأسلاَ فٟ اٌصاٌس ِٓ ٔٛفّثش―

that the number of the judges will be more on or by the 3
rd

 of 

November which is the election day. The explanation is thus 

inaccurate because the American president takes new decisions by 

the end of January which is the first month in the presidential term 

and the number of judges cannot increase by or on the day of 

election. A more accurate rendition would thus be ― ٟاْ اٌرص٠ٛد ف

 especially that the words are uttered ,‖اٌصاٌس ِٓ ٔٛفّثش فٟ غا٠ح الأ١ّ٘ح

after Trump links the promise to winning ―another four years‖. 

However, it should be emphasised that Trump’s incoherence 

increases the pressure on the interpreter who tries to understand the 

relevance of the incoherent words. The cognitive constraint of 

adding a load of incoherent words can thus affect the performance 

of an interpreter. 

 A few seconds later, Trump refers to another promise he 

kept during his first term as president of the United States: 
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Trump: We passed VA choice, thank you very much Jim. Where’s 

my senator? Jim Inhofe, you’d better vote for him, he’s 

running, he’s great, but we’ll get to him and James 

Lankford in a second.  Two great senators. You have two 

great senators. So, we passed VA choice (Factbase Videos, 

2020, 4:25). 

AlArabiya  

interpreter: 

ٚ٘ٛ...ٚ٘ٛ  ،أ٠ٓ أٔرّا؟ عٛف ٔصً ا١ٌٗ تؼذ دل١مر١ٓ ،ٚ٘ٛفٌمذ...ج١ُ 

 ,AlArabiya) اٌخ١اس ٌٙإلاء اٌّذاست١ٓ اٌمذاِٟ...ع١ٕاذٛس سائغ. ارْ اٌـ... 

2020, 4:19) 

Back  

Translation: 

We’ve…Jim and Hoff, where are you? We will get to him 

in two minutes. He is a great senator. So, it’s the choice of 

the veterans… 

 

The simultaneous interpreter faces two problems: incoherence 

and the use of culture-specific elements. There does not seem to be a 

clear connection between passing the VA choice and referring to the 

senators. It may be inferred that Jim Inhofe helped Trump to pass the 

VA choice and that is why Trump thanks him; however, the reference 

to the senator is sudden, and the names might be unfamiliar to the 

interpreter himself as his translation suggests.  

 The interpreter resorts to reduction when the VA choice is first 

mentioned. Reduction here may be the result of not having enough 

time to establish the connection between what Trump has just said and 

then the sudden shift to Inhofe in a split second. When Trump 

suddenly thanks Jim Inhofe, the interpreter reproduces the name of 

this one senator as ― ج١ُ ٚ٘ٛف‖; then, he renders ―where is my senator‖ 

into Arabic  as ―أ٠ٓ أرّا?‖, and the translation suggests that the 

interpreter does not know the senator because it suggests that Trump is 
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talking about two senators. Then, Trump loads the message with the 

name of another senator—Lankford— that the interpreter omits, and 

the interpreter seems to realise that he has made a mistake but decides 

to focus on one senator only after omitting the name of Lankford, 

probably to make the sentences more consistent in Arabic. He 

modifies the sentences to make them all refer to one senator in what 

seems to be an attempt to make the translation sound consistent, and 

he omits the name of the other senator and the final short sentence in 

which Trump praises the two senators. The non-cognitive constraint of 

loading the message with culture-specific elements and the cognitive 

constraint of the lack of coherence in Trump’s unscripted speech result 

in the simultaneous use of reduction and modification that ultimately 

make the interpreter’s translation of this quotation imprecise.  

 Trump then refers to one of his opponents when he talks about 

the impact of the coronavirus on the energy sector 

Trump: And we were gonna lose 10 million energy jobs, 10 million 

jobs, so Texas and Oklahoma and North Dakota, many 

other states would have been hurt. Now you think you’re 

gonna be hurt here? You try putting AOC in charge of your 

energy. That will make the pandemic look like child’s play 

to the people in energy. (Factbase Videos, 2022, 9:52). 

AlArabiya 

interpreter: 

الأِش ِلا١٠ٓ ٚظ١فح ٌىٓ ٘زا  01أدذُ٘ واْ ٠خشٝ تإٔٔا عٛف ٔفمذ أوصش ِٓ 

فاعرطؼٕا اػادج اٌٛظائف اٌٝ أٚولاِ٘ٛا ٚغ١ش٘ا ِٓ اٌٛلا٠اخ.  ،غ١ش صذ١خ

 . (AlArabiya. 2022, 9:47ٚلذ ٠جؼً ٘زا الأِش ِٓ اٌجائذح أشثٗ تأٌؼٛتح

Back 

translation 

Someone was afraid that we would lose more than 10 

million jobs, but this is not true. We could bring back jobs 

to Oklahoma and other states, and this may make the 

pandemic seem like child’s play.  
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 The problem that the interpreter faces here is Trump’s 

unexpected reference to ―AOC‖ or Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez who 

is a democratic representative that opposes his policies. The 

interpreter resorts to reduction and omits the sentences which refer 

to her. However, the omission causes a change in meaning. The 

omission of any reference to her in ― اػادج اٌٛظائف اٌٝ أٚولاِ٘ٛا  فاعرطؼٕا

 makes the  ‖ٚغ١ش٘ا ِٓ اٌٛلا٠اخ. ٚلذ ٠جؼً ٘زا الأِش ِٓ اٌجائذح أشثٗ تأٌؼٛتح

vehicle in the simile ―look like child’s play‖ describe bringing jobs 

back instead of describing the pandemic’s impact on the energy 

sector when compared to that of Ocasio-Cortez. The translation has 

a contradictory message, and it fails to convey Trump’s meaning. 

Thus, Trump’s sudden use of culture-specific elements that the 

interpreter or the audience may not be familiar with at all results in 

making errors. 

 As Trump talks about the bias of the left-wing media against 

him, he suddenly mentions a cultural institution: 

Trump: So, last week they called me, and they say, ―Sir, West 

Point, West Point. We’re ready.‖ I said ―Oh, that’s right. I 

have to make a commencement speech at West Point‖ 

(Factbase, 2022, 22:51). 

AlArabiya 

interpreter: 

فٟ الاعثٛع اٌّاضٟ...اخ...أخ... اذصً أدذ... أدذُ٘ تٟ ٚلاي ٌٟ تأْ 

 ,AlArabia) ِٕطمح ٠ٚغد ت٠ٕٛد وأد جا٘ضج ٌٙزٖ اٌذٍّح الأرخات١ح

2022, 22:47). 

Back 

translation: 

Last week, somebody called me and told me that West 

Point region was ready for this campaign rally. 
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The challenge here is that Trump suddenly mentions West 

Point Academy. He repeats its name and follows the repeated name 

with a simple sentence that does not immediately clarify what West 

Point is or what Trump’s team is ready for. The disfluencies in the 

interpreter’s translation when Trump suddenly mentions West Point 

probably reflect how he attempts to make sense of the words and 

simple sentence that Trump suddenly says, especially that the 

interpreter seems to be unfamiliar with what West Point is. Cultural 

institutions are culture-specific and might not be immediately 

understood. 

 In order to make sense of Trump’s vague message at first, 

the interpreter resorts to an explanation that is based on guessing. 

Trump’s simple grammar does not help the interpreter to 

understand the connection between the words and the simple 

sentence; so, he creates a context for them and interprets them into 

Arabic as ―ِٕطمح ٠ٚغد ت٠ٕٛد وأد جا٘ضج ٌٙزٖ اٌذٍّح الأرخات١ح ‖ ;thus, the 

interpreter turns West Point into a region, and makes the team ready 

for a rally. However, the commencement speech which is 

mentioned later does not suit the context that the interpreter 

guesses. The interpreter omits it as he does not have enough time to 

reformulate and correct his translation. Thus, Trump’s 

unexpectedness and his simple language— which does not 

immediately clarify the context of the surprising information—

influence the interpreter’s decision and result in imprecision. 
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 In the next selected segment, Trump criticises Biden for 

criticising Trumpʼs speeches: 

Trump: He has absolutely no control. You know, a lot of times, I 

make like a speech, and I’ll have this beautiful paragraph 

come out criticising every little aspect of the speech, 

beautiful, brilliant, but Joe didn’t, and it’ll say a comment 

from Joe Biden, but he didn’t say it. Professional people, 

great students in English lit, people that are very smart say 

it. ―Joe Biden said‖, and they go into this highly complex 

paragraph beautifully worded, and I say ―Joe didn’t say 

that‖ (Factbase Videos, 2022, 40:33).  

AlArabiya 

interpreter: 

ذٍه الأدذاز اٌؼ١ٕفح اٌرٟ ٌُٚ ٠ٕرمذ أٞ ِٓ  ،فمذ ع١طشذٗ ػٍٝ وً الأِٛس

ٚورة فمشج  ،ٚواْ لذ ػثش ػٓ ٘زا الأِش تطش٠مح ِخرٍفح ،ضشتد اٌثلاد

 ،تىٍّاخ ج١ٍّح تأْ ٘إلاء ُ٘ طلاب ٠ٚؼثشْٚ ػٓ دش٠ح اٌشأٞ ٚاٌرؼث١ش

 ,AlArabiya, 2022) ٌىٕٕٟ لٍد ٌُٙ تأْ تا٠ذْ ٌُ ٠ىرة ٘زا اٌىلاَ

40:48). 

Back  

translation: 

He lost control over everything. He did not criticise any of 

the violent incidents that hit the country. He expressed it 

differently and wrote a beautifully worded paragraph and 

claimed that these were students who expressed freedom 

of speech. However, I told them that Biden did not write 

that. 

  

 Trump attempts to cast doubt over the idea that Biden 

himself speaks or writes eloquently. However, he talks in a 

confusing way. First, the sentence ―a lot of times, I make like a 

speech, and I’ll have this beautiful paragraph come out criticising 

every little aspect of the speech‖ does not explain at first who 

criticises Trump’s speech. Second, there is a problem with 

reference in ―Joe didn’t‖ because the previous sentence does not 
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include any word (such as a pronoun) that would suggest that Biden 

was involved in the criticism or in speaking eloquently or writing 

beautifully. So, ―Joe didn’t‖ seems to be irrelevant; it triggers the 

question ―what is it exactly that Joe didn’t do?‖. Third, there is a 

problem with reference in ―it’ll say a comment from Joe Biden, but 

he didn’t say it‖; it is not obvious what the first ―it‖ here refers to. 

Fourth, there is no connection between the unfinished sentence 

which is supposed to be a quotation ―Joe Biden said‖, and the 

clause ―and they go into this highly complex paragraph beautifully 

worded‖.  

The meaning of these sentences— that Biden’s eloquent 

comment which criticises Trump’s speech is not actually written by 

Biden—can be understood after hearing the quoted segment in its 

entirety. However, the simultaneous interpreter cannot wait until 

the end because he must translate the message while Trump speaks.  

 The interpreter provides an explanation, and he chooses parts 

from the unconnected sentences like ―beautiful‖, ―comment‖, and 

―students‖ in order to create a message that makes sense. However, 

his explanation does not convey the meaning accurately. Instead of 

suggesting that Biden’s comment is not originally produced by him, 

the translation suggests that Biden defended the rioters and claimed 

that they were students who were using their right to freedom of 

expression. Trump’s incoherence influences the translation because 

the meaning in the original message is confusing.   
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 Trump says that he saw the coverage of riots on the 

presidential airplane Air Force One and starts talking about his 

negotiations with Boeing to brag about his skills at bargaining: 

Trump: I said… ―Don’t you understand you dumb son of a 

bitch? Don’t you understand?‖ (Factbase Videos, 2020, 

49:22) 

AlArabiya  

interpreter: 

 ,AlArabiya) ٚلٍد ٌُٙ تأٔىُ ٠ثذٚ أٔىُ لا ذفّْٙٛ أصٛي اٌرفاٚض

2022, 49:22). 

Back 

translation: 

I said: ―It seems that you do not understand the basics 

of negotiating.‖ 

 

 The challenge that the interpreter faces here is that Trump 

uses a very offending insult. Therefore, the interpreter resorts to 

reduction and omits the insult completely because coarse insults 

cannot be accepted on news channels and are expected to be 

shocking to the Arab audience. 

The CBC eXtra news interpreter who renders Trump’s 

unscripted speech in Oakland County into Arabic faces the same 

problems. He faces several challenges in the next selected segment: 
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Trump: Biden’s running mate, America’s most liberal senator. She 

makes… she makes Bernie look like a conservative. Crazy 

Bernie is like a conservative compared to her. She even… 

KAMELAH… you have to pronounce it exactly right. 

Otherwise, she gets very upset even though she can’t 

pronounce it right. You saw that the other day. I think that 

was actually…that was on the great Laura Ingraham Show. 

Actually, I watched that…and I do believe Laura Ingraham 

is here some place. Where is Laura? Where is she? Ha! 

Where is Laura? I can’t recognise you. Is that a mask? No 

way! Are you wearing a mask? I’ve never seen her in a 

mask. Look at you! Oh, she’s being very politically 

correct. Woooh! Woooh! (WOOD TV8,2020, 12:11).  

eXtra news 

interpreter: 

تا٠ذْ ٠ش٠ذ ِٓ اٌٛلا٠اخ الِأِش٠ى١ح أْ ذىْٛ أوصش ١ِلا اٌٝ اٌّذافظ١ٓ ػٓ 

ا١ًٌّ اٌٝ ا١ٌٍثشا١١ٌٓ. ػ١ٍىُ أْ ذمِٛٛا تٕطك ٘زٖ اٌىٍّح تٕفظ اٌطش٠مح اٌرٟ 

ؼشض اٌأْ ٠ٕطمٙا تشىً صذ١خ. اػرمذ أْ ٘زا ٘ٛ ٠ٕطمٙا. درٝ لا ٠غرط١غ 

ٚأٔا أؤِٓ تأْ ٌٛسا أجشاَ... أ٠ٓ ٌٛسا؟ أ٠ٓ ٌٛسا؟  ،ٌٛسا أجشاَ واْ الأفضً

أٔا لا أعرط١غ أْ ألذس ِاذُ ِٓ ػًّ درٝ ا٢ْ. ً٘... ً٘ ذشذذ٠ٓ وّاِح؟ ٌُ 

 ,eXtra News, 2020)ذرصشف تشىً صذ١خ.  ،أسن ِٓ لثً. ٟ٘ ع١اع١ح

2:42). 

Back 

translation 

Biden wants the American States to lean more toward the 

conservatives than they do toward the liberals. You should 

pronounce this word the same way he pronounces it. He 

does not even pronounce it correctly. I believe that this 

was Laura Ingraham Show. It was the best, and I believe 

that Laura Ingraham… where’s Laura? Where’s Laura? I 

cannot evaluate what has happened so far. Are you… are 

you wearing a mask? I’ve not seen you before. She is a 

politician; she acts appropriately.  

 

           After talking about Biden’s policy regarding the energy 

sector, Trump suddenly shifts to mentioning Biden’s running mate 

Kamala Harris. He knows his audience’s dislike of liberal policies 
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and thus attempts to intensify how liberal she is by comparing her 

to the progressive former presidential candidate Bernie Sanders. 

Trump also knows that his audience includes nationalists; so, he 

implicitly refers to her foreign origins by imitating the unusual way 

in which she pronounces her name. The sudden change in topic 

which has cultural implications is sometimes expressed using an 

unfinished sentence such as ―She even… KAMELAH‖. 

 The interpreter here resorts to explanation and reduction. He 

omits reference to Bernie and Kamala but tries to explain the main 

idea that Biden wants the Americans to lean toward a particular 

party. However, it seems that the cognitive load makes the 

interpreter make the mistake of suggesting the Biden favours 

conservatives. Furthermore, omitting the name of Kamala and 

making the message about Biden pronouncing a certain word in a 

particular way makes the meaning confusing and the message 

inconsistent, because the interpreter does not specify what this word 

is. Thus, the interpreter fails to convey the message. 

   When Trump sees Fox News show host Laura Ingraham 

wearing a mask, he exclaimingly repeats the word ―mask‖ and the 

shout ―woooh‖ to express surprise. The surprise which Trump 

shows is understood in light of his attempts to downplay the 

importance of the coronavirus precautions (Victor et al. 2020, para. 

3). The interpreter makes Trump sound more eloquent by removing 

the repetition of ―mask‖ and by completely omitting ―woooh‖. 
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 Trump then refers to his debate with Biden: 

Trump: …but if Biden wins, our recovery will end and a long 

economic nightmare…just like he said on the debate, ―It’ll 

have a dark winter.‖ That was really depressing. It was 

even depressing… even though he did so bad in the debate, 

I was depressed because I said, ―It’s such a depressing 

thing he said.‖ I like the last statement though best, right? 

Was not that the best? We said, ―that means you know war 

on oil. Yes, we are going to get off oil.‖ I said… this is 

like… I felt like Perry Mason, you know, it’s always that 

last question. It’s always the last question that the guy 

―Yes, I’m guilty. I’m guilty‖, and then they end the show 

and they go to a commercial (Wood TV8, 2020, 15:15). 

eXtra news 

interpreter: 

 ،ٌٚىٓ تا٠ذْ ٠ش٠ذ أْ ٠ٕٟٙ ٘زا اٌرؼافٟ ٠ٚش٠ذ أْ ٠ٛلف وً ٘زٖ الأجاصاخ 

٠ٚش٠ذ ِٕا أْ ٔؼ١ش شراءا ِظٍّا ط٠ٛلا درٝ أٔٗ أدٜ تشىً عٟء خلاي 

إٌّاظشج ٚوٕد ِذثظ تٙزا ا٢داء اٌغٟء ِٓ لثٍٗ فٟ إٌّاظشج. أٌُ ذىٓ ٘زٖ 

إٌّاظشج الأفضً؟ ػٕذِا ذذذشٕا ػٓ إٌفظ ٚأٔا لٍد تإٟٔٔ أشؼش... واْ رٌه 

 .(eXtra news, 2020, 5:46)٘ٛ اٌغإاي الأخ١ش

Back  

translation: 

But Biden wants to end this recovery and all our 

achievements. He wants us to have a long dark winter. His 

performance was even bad during the debate, and I was 

depressed by his performance during the debate. Was not 

this debate the best? When we talked about oil and I said 

that I felt… that was the last question. 

 

When Trump repeats two adjective forms of the verb 

―depress‖, he maximises the negative feelings about Biden’s plans 

in the sectors of economy and energy. Trump expresses his message 

in a confusing way. Trump uses constructed dialogue or direct 

reported speech in his monologic unscripted speeches to create 

imaginary conversations and put words into the mouths of others 
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(Sclafani, 2018, p. 48).  He uses the unfinished sentence ―a long 

economic nightmare‖ then he shifts from constructed dialogue in 

his monologic speech to his comment on this constructed dialogue 

and vice versa fast. Coupled with repetition, Trump’s confusing use 

of language results in creating a cognitive load. 

The interpreter resorts to reduction and explanation. He uses 

the word ―ِذثظ‖ only once and he reformulates the sentences to 

explain what he understands from Trump’s constructed dialogue. 

However, the interpreter makes an error when the explanation he 

provides makes Biden’s performance—not Biden’s depressing 

vision about the American economy and energy sectors— a reason 

that makes Trump depressed. Thus, it seems that the cognitive load 

in Trump’s speech influences the precision of the interpreter’s 

translation.  

Trump praises his own response to the final question in the 

debate then claims that it is the most significant one by comparing 

it to questions used in the script of the American legal drama Perry 

Mason. The reference here is culture-specific, and Trump expresses 

his message by using unfinished sentences. The interpreter totally 

omits the sentences, complete or unfinished, about Perry Mason. 

The reduction does not seem to harm the content of his translation 

which focuses on the political message. 

 Trump then expresses his opinion about the debate 

moderator: 
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Trump: I said, ―this is the biggest thing that happened tonight,‖ and 

even Kristen Welker who I thought did a fair job, ok? I 

really did. I thought she did. A lot of people thought she 

was much tougher on me but that we expect, ok? But I 

mean…and she looked at him, and she goes…because she’s 

on his side, not his side, she’s on the democrat radical left 

side, but she did a relatively fair job. She said, ―Why did 

you say that?‖ Just like ―Why?‖ Like ―Why the hell did you 

say that? I’m protecting you all night and now you end the 

debate‖ (WOOD TV8, 2020, 15:54). 

eXtra news 

interpreter: 

٘زا أفضً شٟء دذز تـ...أ...أ...أ... وش٠غرٓ ٚاٌىش أدٜ  ،ذذ٠س ػٓ إٌفظٌتا

 ، وصش صشاِح ِٕٟ ٚدذجأتشىً ج١ذ أ٠ضا. اٌىص١ش ِٓ إٌاط أ٠ضا لذ ٠ىٛٔٛا 

...أ.... أ... أ٠ضا فٟ إٌّاظشج اٌصا١ٔح ِٓ ٌٚىٓ ػٕذِا ٔظش ا١ٌٗ... ا٠ٗ... ٌمذ... أ

زٌه؟ ٌّارا لّد لّد ت أْ...لاِد تاداسج إٌّاظشج أ٠ضا وأد ذرـ... ٌّارا 

 .(eXtra news, 2020, 6:24) تزٌه؟ أٔا وٕد أدافع ػٍٝ د١اذىُ

Back 

translation: 

Speaking of oil, this is the best thing that happened… 

Kristen Welker did a good job. Many people can also be 

tougher and more severe than I am, but when he looked at 

him…In the second debate also, the woman who moderated 

the debate was also… why did you do that? Why did you 

do that? I was protecting your lives. 

 

      One of Trump’s strategies of casting doubt on the media’s 

credibility is to accuse debate moderators—even if indirectly— of 

taking the side of his opponent. Here, the accusations pose several 

challenges to the interpreter. The first challenge is cultural because 

the interpreter himself here does not seem to know the debate 

moderator. The second is confusion which results from Trump’s 

use of the vague subject ―A lot of people‖ in order to sound more 

objective. The third is incoherence which is reflected in Trump’s 

use of unfinished sentences which echo incoherent thoughts; these 
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include ―even Kristen Welker who I thought did a fair job‖ and 

―But I mean…and she looked at him, and she goes…because she’s 

on his side‖. 

 The interpreter’s unfamiliarity with the moderator is 

reflected in the disfluency of the repeated ―أ‖ and in referring to her 

as a man at first. The interpreter resorts to explanation to make 

sense of what Trump says. However, the added content in ― ِٓ اٌىص١ش

 does not convey Trump’s ‖إٌاط أ٠ضا لذ ٠ىٛٔٛا أوصش صشاِح ِٕٟ ٚدذج

message at all. The interpreter apparently realises that the 

moderator is a woman and tries to reformulate the message. 

However, the explanation he starts to provide also has errors 

because it suggests that Trump is referring to another female 

moderator and another debate. The interpreter realises the mistake 

he makes and leaves his sentence unfinished and he omits the rest 

of constructed dialogue between Trump and the moderator. Thus, 

Trump’s incoherence and his confusing use of language influences 

the interpreter’s performance and results in imprecision.  

 Trump later claims that tech companies are biased against 

him and his supporters: 
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Trump: …but Mark is talking about how incredible the border 

security, and they took down his tweets, and they wanted 

to close him up. All he’s doing is saying like, ―We’re 

doing a good job‖, and he’s not a politician, and he’s 

saying, ―He’s doing a good job.‖ They took down his 

tweet and they got the hell knocked out of him, and they 

put it back, I understand, but this is really bad, and they 

don’t do that to liberals. (WOOD TV8, 2020, 24:17). 

eXtra news 

interpreter: 

ػٕذِا ٠رذذز ػٓ اٌذذٚد ٚذذغٓ الأٚضاع فٟ اٌذذٚد دائّا ٠مِْٛٛ ترجاً٘ 

ِٚغ رٌه واْ ٠رذذز تاٌطش٠مح  ،ِصً ٘زٖ اٌرصش٠ذاخ. ٘ٛ ١ٌظ ع١اع١ا

 eXtra)ٌٚىٓ ٘زا أِش عٟء ٌٍغا٠ح ،إٌّاعثح ٌرغط١ح ِصً ٘زٖ اٌرطٛساخ

news, 2020, 14:52) . 

Back 

translation: 

When he talks about the borders and the improving 

situation at the borders, they ignore his statement. He is 

not a politician; however, he was talking properly and he 

was covering these developments, but this is very bad. 

  

Trump refers to Twitter in a confusing way because he does 

not clearly mention the name of the platform and uses the pronoun 

―They‖ instead. Trump repeats ―They took down his tweet‖ and 

repeats the idea that all that his supporter said was that Trump ―was 

doing a good job‖, and it seems that the repetition is used to 

emphasise the idea that the supporter broke no community role and 

that he was unfairly censored. Furthermore, Trump uses ―hell‖ as a 

swear word; but the word which is often translated into Arabic as 

 is normally not expected to be used by an Arab ‖تذك اٌجذ١ُ―

politician. 

 The pronoun Trump uses to refer to Twitter does not seem to 

help the interpreter to make sense of who censors the tweets. The 
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interpreter thus omits all repetitions that refer to tweets or responses 

to them and completely omits the sentence that includes the swear 

word. He tries to make sense of the confusing and overloaded 

sentences by using the short explanations  ٖدائّا ٠مِْٛٛ ترجاً٘ ِصً ٘ز

“اٌرصش٠ذاخ  ‖ instead of referring to Twitter censorship and ―  ٠رذذز

 .instead of repeating content ‖ تاٌطش٠مح إٌّاعثح ٌرغط١ح ٘زٖ اٌرطٛساخ

However, the new content does not convey the original meaning. 

The confusion and cognitive load make the interpreter unable to 

make sense of the meaning in split seconds.     

Conclusion 

 The study explores Donald Trump’s unconventional use of 

language and the challenges it poses to Arab simultaneous 

interpreters. It sheds light on the constraints that Trump’s use of 

language creates for interpreters who render his unscripted speeches 

into Arabic and investigates their strategies. The study shows that 

deviation from the norm in terms of how language is used in the 

field of politics does affect the performance of simultaneous 

interpreters. Trump’s deviation from the norm of using elated and 

politically correct language creates cognitive and non-cognitive 

constraints which affect the simultaneous interpretersʼ decisions 

and often result in making errors or lead to imprecision.  

 The study contributes to the field of translation studies by 

exploring the territory of simultaneous interpretation into Arabic in 

the field of politics; this territory needs further studying. On the 
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basis of the analysis of the translations of the two Arab interpreters 

of Trump’s unscripted speeches during his political rallies, the 

study suggests that explanation can be a fifth category of the ways 

of intervention that interpreters use to manage information and that 

it can be added to the categorisation suggested by Kadrić et al. 

(2022). Adding explanation as a category of intervention can make 

the categorisation more comprehensive and can help in 

understanding the interpreters’ attempts to solve problems that 

simultaneous interpretation involves. The study contributes to 

broadening our knowledge of the challenges involved in 

interpreting unconventional language which is becoming 

increasingly used by nationalist and far right politicians nowadays, 

especially in the West. For future studies, the study recommends 

further exploration of the performance of simultaneous interpreters 

who render unscripted political speeches into Arabic.  
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 ملخص

تالاذجاٖ اٌّرضا٠ذ ٔذٛ اعرخذاَ ٌغحغ١ش ِؼرادج فٟ ِإخشا  ذأشش ِجاي اٌرشجّح  

ح تاعرىشاف أشش ٘زا الاذجاٖ ػٍٝ اٌرشجّح اٌفٛس٠ح د١س ٘زٖ اٌذساعمَٛ ذٚ ،ِجاي اٌغ١اعح

ا لاٍِز٠ٓ لذِّٙا اشٕاْ ِٓ اٌّرشج١ّٓ اٌفٛس١٠ٓ اٌ ٍر١ٓػٍٝ اٌرشجّر١ٓ اٌؼشت١ر١ٓ اٌذشوض 

ٌٝ ئِة اٌّشذجٍح اٌٝ اٌؼشت١ح. ذٙذف اٌذساعح اذشدٚٔاٌذ ِٓ خطاتاخ  خطات١ٓ رشجّحت

ورشاف ٚا ،اعرث١اْ اٌم١ٛد اٌرٟ ذرضّٕٙا اٌرشجّح اٌفٛس٠ح ٌخطاتاخ ذشاِة اٌّشذجٍح

أذشاف ِىا١ٔح ذأش١ش ئظٙاس ئ ٚ ،اّاعرشاذ١ج١اخ اٌّرشج١ّٓ ٌذً اٌّشاوً اٌرٟ ٠ٛاجٙٛٔٙ

ُ ٘زٖ ٙذغ .اٌّرشج١ّٓ ػاِح داءأاٌّرذذز ػٓ ِؼا١٠ش اعرخذاَ اٌٍغح فٟ اٌغ١اعح ػٍٝ 

ٌٝ ئعرىشاف ِجاي اٌرشجّح اٌشف٠ٛح اٌغ١اع١ح تااٌذساعح فٟ ِجاي دساعاخ اٌرشجّح 

فٟ غ١ش ِؼرادج ٌغح ٚذرٕاٚي ظا٘شج اعرخذاَ  ، ّض٠ذ ِٓ اٌذساعحٌاٌؼشت١ح  اٌزٞ ٠ذراض 

ٝ اٌرشجّح ذٍه اٌظا٘شج ػٍ ذفشضٙاٌم١ٛد اٌرٟ ِؼشفرٕا تا ٛعغ ِِٓجاي اٌغ١اعح ٚذ

وّا  ، ْ ٌرمذ٠ُ سعاٌح ِفِٙٛحٛاٌفٛس٠ ْٛٔٛاع اٌطشق اٌرٟ ٠رذخً تٙا اٌّرشجّتأٚ اٌفٛس٠ح

ْ ١ٛاٌشفٙ ْٛٔٛػا ِٓ أٔٛاع اٌرذخً اٌزٞ ٠غرخذِٗ اٌّرشجّذمرشح اٌذساعح اػرثاس اٌششح 

 (.2122ٌٍرص١ٕف اٌزٞ الرشدٗ وادس٠ه ٚآخشْٚ ) ضافرٗئ٠ّىٓ  زٞاٌٚ
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